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MOSQUITOS: Ward Them Off Naturally with These 10 Plants

Summer is here! Pool parties, back-
yard BBQs, homemade ice cream, 
fresh tomato sandwiches and 
watermelons with our families and 
our guests. But let’s not let one 
summer guest ruin our fun. Which 
guest? The most despised insect in 
the wiregrass area, the mosquito. 
You will fi nd that in this newsletter 
we have compiled some natural 
deterrents that you can plant in 

your gardens and containers to 
help ward off these pesky visitors. 
You will also discover a delicious 
salsa recipe that you can serve at 
one, some or all of your summer 
gatherings.  

As always, the most current 
economic news and information 
concerning our economic world 
is inside. We encourage you to 

contact us with any questions or 
feedback that you have about this 
newsletter. But most of all we want 
to wish each of you a safe and fun 
summer!

SINCERELY,

EDWIN A. COX

SINCERELY,SINCERELY,

DEAR FRIENDS,

After the rainy season of  spring, comes the hot, humid summer. 
And with this comes the dreaded increase in the mosquito 

population. You can surround yourself  with citronella candles or 
buy stock in OFF! Deep Woods mosquito repellent. But a more 
natural, economical and visually appealing alternative is to use a 
variety of  plants to encourage these pesky insects to stay away. The 
aroma of  these plants signal to mosquitos that the environment is not 
welcoming, and they shouldn’t stick around. Some are herbs that are 
multi-purpose and can be used in the garden and in the kitchen.  
So, start planting! Surround yourself  with these plants and you might 
be able to say good bye to these aggravating summer visitors this year.

1. BASIL
This is an easy to plant herb with fragrant leaves. It thrives in the 
hot humid climates, which makes it perfect for the Wiregrass area.  
The stronger fragrance of  lemon basil is recommended to plant as 
a mosquito repellent.

2. GARLIC
The scent of  garlic is known for lingering. It sticks to fi ngers, 
utensils, and breath, and that is the quality that makes it a potential 
mosquito repellent. Plant bulbs of  garlic and provide them with full 
sun and regular water. Then stand back and watch them thrive in 
your garden.

Prep Time  Chill Time    Total Time
15 minutes  2 hours     2 hours 15 minutes



ECONOMIC  NEWS

Each escalation in trade tensions with China  
has incrementally weakened the U.S. economic  

outlook somewhat, but not enough, we believe, to  
derail the expansion.

Importantly, the U.S. economy is fairly isolated from 
these pressures, relying primarily on a healthy consumer 
sector and domestic demand for growth. Exports make 
up only about 12% of  the U.S. economy, and trade with 
China specifically accounts for only 1% of  GDP.

Even if  the Trump administration goes forward with its 
plan to target the remaining approx. $300b of  imported 
Chinese goods, and China retaliates further, the impact 
should be manageable.

Including the indirect effects of  higher prices and  
reduced confidence, most estimates are that U.S.  
GDP would be reduced by about 0.4%. For now,  
a bigger concern is whether or not the U.S. administra-
tion begins to turn its attention towards other major 
trading partners like Japan and Europe, and starts  
targeting the auto sector.

Will the escalation in the U.S. –China trade  
dispute derail the bull market?
While it has been our opinion that investors have  
recently been too confident over progress in trade 
negotiations, given the strength of  recovery from last 
year’s correction, we have also warned that consolidation 

period or pullback in stock prices would be normal.  
Still, we do not expect a retest of  December’s lows. 
Market declines so far have been modest, and we believe 
investors to some degree have become desensitized to 
trade tensions.

Importantly, underlying fundamentals remain positive 
which should eventually lead to higher stock prices.  
The U.S. economy is relatively insulated from trade- 
related impacts and recession risk remains low. Mean-
while, equity valuations are a bit more attractive now. 

Since both sides have incentives to want an agreement, a 
potential deal between the U.S. and China later this year 
is still a good possibility. In the near term, though, more 
twists and turns can be expected, and investors should 
brace for further volatility.

Insight into How the Trade War Will Effect 
our Economy and the Stock Market

Are rising trade tensions with China a threat to the U.S. economy? 

The information presented does not involve the 
rendering of personalized investment, financial, legal, 
or tax advice.

This presentation is not an offer to buy or sell, or 
a solicitation of any offer to buy or sell, any of the 
securities mentioned herein.

Certain statements contained herein may constitute 
projections, forecasts, and other forward-looking 
statements, which do not reflect actual results and 
are based primarily upon a hypothetical set of 
assumptions applied to certain historical financial 
information.

Certain information has been provided by third-
party sources, and, although believed to be reliable, it 
has not been independently verified and its accuracy 
or completeness cannot be guaranteed.

Any opinions, projections, forecasts, and forward-
looking statements presented herein are valid as of 
the date of this document and are subject to change.
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MOSQUITOS cont.

3. LAVENDER
The scent of  lavender is a pleasant smell  
that people enjoy having in their gardens.  
Mosquitos on the other hand, find the  
fragrance offensive and tend to avoid areas 
where lavender is planted. Not all lavender  
can thrive in the South, but with appropriate 
care and planting it in well drained, gravely  
soil they have potential to be a garden favorite.

4. PEPPERMINT
Peppermint offers a strong fresh fragrance.  
It grows as tall as 3 feet and has been known  
to repel mosquitos. It is widely known for  
its flavoring potential and has been used in 
everything from teas to toothpaste.

5. ROSEMARY
The aromatic rosemary plant is a low mainte-
nance plant that needs full sun and moderate 
to low watering in well drained soil. It is well 
known for its use in many culinary dishes and 
highly touted as a mosquito repellant.

6.  CITRONELLA GRASS
This is a tropical plant and is the origin of   
the commonly used mosquito repellant  
citronella oil. This oil is used in candles,  
sprays and lotions.

7. LEMON BALM
This plant is also known as sweet balm.  
It can be used in cold drinks, fruit cups, salads, 
fish dishes and the dried leaves are perfect  
for sachets and potpourris. 

8. MARIGOLDS
This is a very showy flower for any garden  
or flowerpot. It has an easily identifiable  
fragrance and is known to repel mosquitos  
and even some people.  

9. SCENTED GERANIUM
There are some species of  geraniums that exist 
and carry a strong aroma and is accompanied 
by showy flowers. Prince Orange and Lime 
Geranium emit a citrus scent and is known  
to deter mosquitos.

10. LEMONGRASS
This tender perennial thrives in the full sun 
with regular watering. All parts of  this plant 
are heavily scented with lemon. It is akin to the 
citronella family and has the same effect  
on mosquitos as the citronella oil.
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Advisory services offered through Magnolia Wealth Management, LLC.

BLACK BEAN AVOCADO SALSA
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www.magnoliawm.com

Edwin A. Cox

Ingredients:
 • 1 (15 ounce) can black beans, rinsed 

    and drained
 • 1 (11 ounce) can whole kernel sweet 

    corn, drained
 • 4 roma (plum) tomatoes, seeded 

    and chopped
 • 1 small red bell pepper, diced
 • 1 jalapeno pepper, seeded and minced
 • 1/3 cup chopped fresh cilantro
 • ¼ cup diced red onion
 • ¼ cup fresh lime juice
 • 2 TBSP red wine vinegar
 • 1 tsp salt
 • ½ tsp ground black pepper
 • 2 avocados, diced

Prep Time  Chill Time    Total Time
15 minutes  2 hours     2 hours 15 minutes

" A N D  S O  W I T H  T H E  S U N S H I N E  A N D  T H E  G R E A T  B U R S T S  O F 

L E A V E S  G R O W I N G  O N  T H E  T R E E S ,  J U S T  A S  T H I N G S  G R O W  I N 

F A S T  M O V I E S ,  I  H A D  T H A T  F A M I L I A R  C O N V I C T I O N  T H A T  L I F E 

W A S  B E G I N N I N G  O V E R  A G A I N  W I T H  T H E  S U M M E R . " 

F. Scott  Fitzgerald,  The Great Gatsby

Directions:
Mix black beans, corn, tomatoes, red bell 

pepper, jalapeno pepper, cilantro, red onion, 
lime juice, vinegar, salt and black pepper in a 
bowl.  Fold the avocado in to the mixture.  
Cover the bowl with plastic wrap, putting it 
right on top of the salsa (this keeps the avocado 
from changing color).  Chill at least 2 hours. 
Then serve with tortilla chips and enjoy.


